Abstract. An adaptive motion-compensated video coding scheme, that is based on structural video component segmentation and coding complexity analysis, is proposed in this paper. The bits are allocated more efficiently among different frame types and variant video components. A novel scene cut detection algorithm is proposed for partitioning the input video sequences into a set of shots and each shot may be encoded as one or multiple GOPs according to its length. Moreover, the positions of the reference frames (I and P frames) in a video shot are adapted to improve the temporal predictability among frames and provide high coding efficiency, thus high picture quality with the same bit rate. More bits are allocated for these reference frames for providing high quality of the reconstructed pictures. The residue frames in a video shot are encoded as the bidirectional interpolation frames (B frames) and can be also quantized more coarsely because they have high temporal predictability and are not used as references. The bits, that have been allocated for the three different frame types (I, P, B frames), can be further distributed more efficiently among variant video components to avoid the coding artifacts. Experimental results show that this proposed adaptive video coding scheme is more efficient than the traditional fixed GOP coding algorithms and may be an efficient development of the present adaptive coding techniques. © 2000 SPIE and IS&T. [S1017-9909(00) 
Introduction
Motion-based prediction and compensation for image sequence compression have been found to be very successful, and they have been matured into MPEG standards. Since the temporal correlation of consecutive frames is utilized for data compression, a section with high temporal activity ͑e.g., high temporal unpredictability that is induced by the rapid moving objects or active camera motion͒ will require much more code bits for a given picture quality than a smooth section ͑e.g., small local motion that can be compensated completely͒. For video coding in storage applications, e.g., video compact disk ͑VCD͒ and digital video compact disk ͑DVD͒, high picture quality is strongly expected but the relative delays in the encoding procedure can be tolerated because the encoding and decoding procedures are not being performed in real time. Therefore, a more effective adaptive MPEG encoder can be developed for improving the temporal predictability among frames and providing high coding efficiency thus high picture quality with the same bit rate. The only constraint of these adaptive MPEG encoders is that their bit streams should be allocated by MPEG standard bit stream syntax so that a universal decoder ͑hardware player͒ can be used for decoding these bit streams that are generated by variant adaptive or fixed MPEG encoders. The MPEG video bit stream syntax has provided many properties that can be exploited for allocating the bits more efficiently among different frame types and variant video components. One property is that the boundaries of GOPs ͑number of frames in a GOP͒ can be adapted to the scene changes of the video sequence. The frames that are encoded in the same GOP should be selected from the same video shot for providing high temporal predictability among frames because the basis for MPEG motion-based prediction and compensation is lost in the case of shot boundaries. One video shot may be encoded as multiple GOPs according to its length or multiple I frames may be used in a GOP for providing good random access. Therefore, a video coding scheme with adaptive GOP size can improve the temporal predictability among frames and provide high coding efficiency; thus high picture quality with the same bit rate. Another property is that the quantization parameter Q p can be exploited for modulating the step size of the quantizer for distributing the bits more efficiently and providing high quality of the pictures. The parameter Q p , an integer in the range ͓1, 31͔ is the only number that can be changed inside a frame to control the bit rate allocation, thus the bits can be distributed more efficiently among different frame types and variant video components for avoiding the coding artifacts.
Many researchers have suggested several motioncompensated video coding algorithms with adaptive perceptual quantization. Puri and Aravind have proposed an adaptive video coding system by exploiting the masking of the human visual system for bit rate allocation among the three frame types (I, P, and B frames͒ in a GOP and clas-sifying the macroblocks according to their variance. 1 Gonzales and Viscito have presented an adaptive quantization algorithm by characterizing the activity of macroblocks according to their coefficients of DCT transform. 2 Recently, Lee and Dickinson also proposed a novel adaptive motion-compensated interpolation technique by exploiting the advantage of temporal masking of the human visual system for bit rate allocation, where the interval between the successive reference frames is adapted by minimizing the coding complexity of a GOP. 3 Several adaptive bit rate allocation algorithms have also been suggested on the basis of dependent quantization and rate-distortion criteria. [4] [5] [6] [7] However, all these present adaptive video coding schemes only try to allocate the bits more efficiently in a GOP and the size of GOP is fixed, thus the improvements are limited.
The video sequence can be partitioned into a set of video shots and the idea of video shot has been exploited for representing and indexing the video sequence, 8 thus the ideal adaptive video coding scheme should have the ability to adapt the boundaries of GOPs ͑the size of the GOP͒ according to these shot boundaries that indicate the temporal unpredictability among successive frames. Moreover, the human visual system perceives the video sequence through its components, thus an efficient bit rate allocation algorithm should have the ability to distribute the same bits according to variant video components to avoid the coding artifacts. Currently, the segmentation-based video schemes are widely studied because these coding systems can provide higher quality of the reconstructed pictures by distributing the same bits more efficiently according to variant video components. 9 Extracting the meaningful real video objects from a video sequence is still not an easy task now, but the detection of structural video components on block resolution is simple but useful for improving the performance of block-based video coding schemes by distributing the bits more efficiently according to the coding complexity of variant video components. 10 Therefore, an efficient approach to the adaptive video coding scheme is developed in this paper, where the boundaries of GOPs are adapted to the boundaries of the detected video shots and the positions for references (I and P frames͒ in a GOP are adapted for providing high temporal predictability and coding efficiency.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 the coding complexity measure is defined. A novel scene cut detection algorithm is proposed in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, the reference position algorithm is proposed for adaptive video coding, where the algorithms for structural video segmentation and motion clustering are developed. The bit allocation algorithm is introduced in Sec. 5. The experimental results are given in Sec. 6. Section 7 contains concluding remarks.
Coding Complexity Measure
The quality with which an image sequence can be coded at a given bit rate largely depends on its coding complexity. The coding complexity of a video sequence includes two types: spatial coding complexity inside a frame and temporal coding complexity among frames. Since human beings are in the final position to enjoy the reconstructed pictures, the efficient coding complexity measure should include the principles of the human visual system as much as possible.
As we know, a human being uses semantic units ͑region based͒ to perceive and recognize various video components instead of looking at them pixel by pixel ͑or block by block͒, thus the coding complexity of a video sequence can be determined by its spatial and temporal activities of variant video components.
By taking a three-component image model, 11 that is the object, the background, and the edges among them into account, the spatial coding complexity can be measured by the number of blocks corresponding to dominant edges and homogeneous objects ͑or background͒ because the human visual system is more sensitive to the errors in these regions. Therefore, the video analysis technique should have the ability to detect the homogeneous regions from texture regions and to distinguish the dominant edges from texture regions efficiently. The main difficulty is to find a feature that can separate the texture regions from the dominant edges and the monotone regions simultaneously. We first distinguish the homogeneous regions from texture and dominant edge regions and the dominant edges are further separated from texture regions through a merging and simplification procedure.
The temporal coding complexity ͑unpredictability͒ can be measured by the number of unpredictable blocks because these unpredictable blocks induce high motion compensation errors. The temporal unpredictable blocks may be induced by scene cuts ͑the basis for motion-based prediction and compensation is lost͒, camera motion ͑including new object and background that no correspondence can be found in their previous reference͒, fast moving objects ͑producing uncovered background that no correspondence can be found in its previous reference and moving edges that one motion vector cannot compensate their four blocks efficiently͒, and textured stationary background ͑they are detected as the changed regions because of camera jittering͒. Therefore, the effective temporal coding complexity analysis system should have the ability to detect the scene cuts, camera motion, temporal changes of video components, and dominant edges or textures.
Scene Cut Detection
Since the video contents are changed around the shot boundary, the frames behind a scene cut are unpredictable on the basis of its previous reference before this scene cut by a MPEG motion-based prediction and compensation technique. The ideal adaptive video coding scheme should adapt the boundaries of GOPs to the boundaries of video shots. Each video shot should be taken as an independent coding unit for improving temporal predictability among frames inside a GOP, thus providing high coding efficiency. Ideally, a GOP should include the frames selecting from the same video shot for providing high temporal predictability among frames, and one video shot may be encoded as multiple GOPs or multiple I frames may be used inside a GOP for providing the property of random access. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of this proposed adaptive motion-compensated video coding scheme. The coding system first tries to obtain the shot boundaries and adapt the positions of reference frames for improving the temporal predictability among frames. The scene cuts are detected by comparing the color histogram difference among successive frames. 8 Many approaches to video shot detection have been proposed in the past. 8, 12 A comparison and survey of these approaches are also provided. 13, 14 The scene cut detection algorithms, that can work on the compressed MPEG bit streams, are also developed. 15, 16 A novel scene cut detection algorithm, which is based on K-means data clustering, is also proposed. 17 In this paper, we propose a new scene cut detection algorithm, which is based on two-class data classification, and the optimal threshold for data classification can be determined by a fast search technique automatically. Let H i (k) denote the color histogram of the current frame i, H j (k) indicate the color histogram of its previous frame j, the color histogram difference between them is then defined as 18 
HDϭ
where k is one of M potential color levels. If the color histogram difference HD between the current frame and its previous frame is larger than an optimal threshold T , the current frame is detected as a scene cut and a video shot is generated automatically. The relationships among successive frames in a video sequence can be partitioned into two opposite classes on the basis of their color histogram differences and optimal threshold T : scene cut versus nonscene cut. Since the entropic thresholding techniques have been confirmed to be very efficient for obtaining the optimal thresholds for solving the problem of two-class data classification, [19] [20] [21] [22] an automatic scene cut detection algorithm can be exploited. This proposed scene cut detection algorithm first calculates the color histogram differences among successive frames of the input video sequence. The probability P nsc (i) for nonscene cut, where the color histogram differences HD among successive frames are equal to i (0рiрT), is defined as
where f i denotes the number of frames that their color histogram differences HD with their previous frames are equal to i, ͚ hϭ0 T f h represents the total number of frames that their color histogram differences HD with their previous frames are in the range 0рiрT. The probability P sc (i) for the scene cut, that the color histogram differences HD among successive frames are equal to i (Tϩ1рiрM ), is defined as
The entropies for nonscene cut and scene cut frames are defined as
The optimal threshold T for scene cut detection is determined automatically by maximizing the following criteria functions [19] [20] [21] [22] :
͑6͒
The search complexity for obtaining the optimal threshold T is bounded to O(M 2 ) because it takes O(M ) computation time to obtain the two entropies for each element and there are M potential elements. For reducing the search burden on determining the optimal threshold T , an efficient search algorithm is proposed by exploiting the recursive iterations on calculating the probabilities P nsc (i), P sc (i), and the entropies H nsc (T), H sc (T), where the computation burden is induced by calculating the normalization part repeatedly. We first define the total number of pairs for nonscene cut and scene cut ͓the normalization parts used in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͔͒ when the threshold is set to T
The corresponding total number of pairs for nonscene cut and scene cut at Tϩ1 can be calculated as
The recursive iteration property for the corresponding entropies can be further exploited as: 
One can find that the recursive iterations on calculating the probabilities and entropies are reduced to only adding the increment part and the search burden is reduced to O(M ).
For the partition at threshold Tϩ1, the normalization parts are always calculated from 0 to Tϩ1 by the exhaustive search algorithm. The normalization parts are now calculated from T to Tϩ1 by this proposed fast algorithm, thus the search burden is heavily reduced. The temporal relationships among successive frames in a video sequence are then partitioned into two opposite classes on the basis of their color histogram differences and optimal threshold T : scene cut versus nonscene cut
HDрT , nonscene -cut . ͑10͒
The video shots for the corresponding sequence are then generated automatically and a video shot can be encoded as one or multiple GOPs according to its length. The scene cut frames and the initial frame for each GOP should be encoded as intraframe references (I frames͒.
Reference Frame Position Algorithm
In this proposed adaptive video coding scheme, only the key frames in a video shot are encoded as the references (I or P frames͒. The key frames are detected according to the following criteria. a. Shot-based criteria: Given a video shot, the scene cut frame should be taken as a key frame and encoded as the intraframe references (I frames͒, whether more than one key frame needs to be chosen in a shot depends on the following activity analysis of camera motion and temporal change of video components.
b. Camera-based criteria: Global motion of the camera is one important source of video content change and should be taken as a feature for key frame selection. For a zooming-like video shot at least two frames, that indicate the beginning and ending of zooming-like camera motion, will be selected for representing the global and focused view of the video contents. For a panning-like video shot, the number of the selected key frames depends on the value of panning-like camera motion.
c. Activity-based criteria: Another important source of video content changes among frames is the active moving objects and it should be taken as a feature for key frame selection and coding complexity analysis. For analyzing the activity of moving objects, the temporal changes of video components should be exploited.
The first criteria is fixed by the proposed scene cut detection algorithm and the activities of moving objects and camera motion for key frame detection can be further determined by a structural video component segmentation and motion clustering procedure.
Spatial Segmentation
The spatial segmentation is performed on each frame for exploiting the structural image components on block resolution. Since the local variance is a simple but efficient indication of the image details, the dominant edge information can be measured by ͑1͒ the locations of variance of the intensity values, and ͑2͒ the related average intensity values at these locations. The local variance and average gray levels of these locations, that indicate the local details and average properties of the image, are selected for structural image component segmentation. Moreover, a twodimensional ͑2D͒ entropic thresholding technique is developed for determining the optimal segmentation vectors.
The average gray level ͑it is indexed as MEAN in the following͒ of current block at (m,n), which denotes the average property of current block, is defined as
I͑x,y,t n ͒, ͑11͒
where I(x,y,t n ) is the gray level of pixel at position (x,y), (m,n) is used as the address of blocks on x and y directions. The local variance ͑it is indexed as LCON in the following͒ of current block at (m,n), that indicates the local details of current block, is given by
In a 2D parameter scatterplot ͑MEAN,LCON͒ as depicted in Fig. 2 ͑we further index MEAN as M and LCON as C in the following͒, the original is defined as the upper left-hand corner, where the average gray level increases from left to right, and the local variance increases from top to bottom. Since the largest value of gray levels is W and the corresponding largest value of local variance levels is S, there are SW elements in this 2D scatterplot. Each element represents the co-occurrence f i, j of the corresponding pair (M i ,C j ) ͓where (M i ,C j ) denotes the pair in the 2D parameter scatterplot that has MEANϭi and LCONϭ j]. By means of two thresholds T and L, this 2D scatterplot is partitioned into four quadrants. Since the regions ͑blocks͒ interior to homogeneous objects or background should contribute mainly to quadrants with relative low local variance and the edges and textures contribute mainly to the regions with relative high local variance, quadrants 0 or 1 contain the distributions of homogeneous background and homogeneous objects. The residue quadrants, which have the relative high local variance, contain the distributions of blocks near the dominant edges and texture regions.
The a priori probability of a pair (M i ,C j ) is given by the number of its co-occurrences f i, j ( f i, j is equal to the number of blocks in the image that has MEANϭi and LCONϭ j), divided by the total number of blocks in the image. As they are to be regarded as the independent distributions, the probabilities for the homogeneous background and homogeneous objects can be defined as
The entropies for the two classes are given by
The optimal threshold vectors (T ,L ), that are selected for performing the image components partition, have to satisfy the following criteria functions:
H͑T ,L ͒ϭ max 
2D Fast Algorithm
In order to find the optimal maximum of Eq. ͑15͒, the computation burden is bounded by O(W 2 S 2 ) because it takes O(WS) computation time to obtain the two entropies for each pair of ͑MEAN,LCON͒ and there are WS pairs of ͑MEAN,LCON͒, thus an efficient searching algorithm is proposed by exploiting the recursive iterations on calculating the probabilities
, where the computation burden is induced by calculating the normalization parts repeatedly. We first define the total number of the pairs in quadrants 0 and 1 ͑shown in Fig. 2͒ as follows:
The corresponding total number of blocks in quadrant 0 and 1 for partitioning the feature space at (T,Lϩ1) can be calculated as
The recursive iteration properties, that are included in calculating PЈ(T,Lϩ1) and P*(T,Lϩ1), can be further exploited by using a 1D fast search algorithm as described in Sec. 3. The recursive iteration property for the two corresponding entropies can be also exploited as: Fig. 2 The 2D scatterplot for 2D entropic thresholding.
where
The recursive iteration properties, that are included in calculating HЈ(T,Lϩ1) and H*(T,Lϩ1), can be further exploited by using a 1D fast searching algorithm as described in Sec. 3. The iteration relationships for partitioning at (T ϩ1,L) can be also exploited by the same way, then the corresponding total number of blocks in quadrant 0 and 1 for partitioning the feature space at (Tϩ1,L) can be calculated as
The recursive iteration properties, that are included in calculating PЈ(Tϩ1,L) and P*(Tϩ1,L), can be further exploited by using 1D fast search algorithm as described in Sec. 3. The recursive iteration property for the two corresponding entropies can be also exploited as
The 1D fast searching algorithm can be further included for exploiting the recursive iterations in calculating HЈ(T ϩ1,L) and H*(Tϩ1,L), where one can find that the 2D calculations have been transformed into 1D and the 1D fast searching algorithm reduces the residue calculation burden further by adding only the increment each time, so the search burden is heavily reduced and bounded to O(2(W ϩS)).
The blocks in the current frame can be first classified into four groups on the basis of the determined optimal threshold pair (T ,L ): homogeneous background, homogeneous objects, textures, or edges. However, the dominant edge blocks cannot be distinguished from the texture blocks based on only the above thresholding procedure. Since the texture is essentially a neighborhood property, the distinction of the dominant edge blocks and texture blocks is made by exploiting their differences on the connection properties in a second-order neighborhood as shown in Fig.  3 . The dominant edge blocks connect their neighbors only in two directions of their second-order neighborhood as shown in Fig. 4 . On the other hand, the texture blocks connect their neighbors in over two directions, thus these texture blocks can be combined together to form meaningful texture object or background regions with large size. Therefore, this major filtering procedure can distinguish the dominant edge blocks from the texture blocks efficiently, and these extracted image components play an important role in bit rate allocation. The spatial coding complexity of the current frame can be also determined automatically on the basis of the structural image components.
Temporal Segmentation
The temporal segmentation procedure is only performed on the nonscene cut frames for exploiting the temporal relationships of these obtained image components among frames. The frame difference contrast ͑we refer it by FCON͒ of current block at (m,n), that indicates the temporal correlation of pixels in the current block and their coordinate pixels in the previous frame, is given by
where I(x,y,t n ) is the gray level of the pixel at (x,y) in the current block, and I(x,y,t nϪ1 ) is the gray level of its coordinate pixel at (x,y) in the previous frame. The probability for a temporal unchanged region that has FCONϭi (0рi рF) is defined as Fig. 3 The second-order neighborhood of current block.
Fig. 4
The possible connections of current edge block.
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The probability of a temporal changed region that has FCONϭi (Fϩ1рiрN) is defined as
The entropy for an unchanged region (0рiрF) can be defined as
The entropy for a changed region (Fϩ1рiрN) can also be defined as
The optimal temporal segmentation threshold F is determined by the following criteria function:
͑30͒
The relationships between the blocks in the current frame and their coordinate blocks in the previous frame can be first classified into two opposite groups on the basis of their frame difference contrasts and optimal threshold F : changed versus unchanged ͭ FCON͑m,n ͒ϽF , unchanged block FCON͑m,n ͒уF , changed block . ͑31͒
The 1D fast searching algorithm as described in Sec. 3 can also be used for reducing the calculation burden to O(N).
Structural Video Components
The motion estimation procedure that is based on a (16 ϫ16) macroblock is only performed on the macroblocks located in the change mask. 23 Since each macroblock consists of four (8ϫ8) blocks, a macroblock is detected as changed if at least one of its four blocks is located in the change mask. After the motion estimation procedure, the temporal and spatial segmentation results are integrated for providing structural video components. This fusion procedure is based on some common rules. [24] [25] [26] The uncovered background, which has high motion compensation errors, includes the blocks that are detected as the changed regions by the temporal segmentation procedure but it is taken as one part of large background region by the spatial segmentation procedure. The homogeneous moving objects, which have low motion compensation errors, consist of the blocks that are located in the change mask but are detected as the object regions by the spatial segmentation procedure. The new present objects are also detected as the changed regions by the temporal segmentation technique but they have high motion compensation errors because no correspondences can be found in their previous reference. On the other hand, the texture background or texture moving objects also have high motion compensation errors the same as the new present objects but their motion vectors for the connected macroblocks are very similar. Therefore, the changed regions can be further partitioned into uncovered background induced by fast moving objects, moving objects, new present objects, or new present background induced by the global motion of camera, texture stationary background induced by camera jittering, and moving edges. The unchanged regions can be also partitioned into stationary background and still objects. The temporal coding complexity of the current frame can also be determined automatically on the basis of the structural video components.
Motion Clustering
The character of camera motion can be determined by analyzing the principles of the distribution of their directional motion vectors of dominant regions as shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, the types of camera motion are first determined on the basis of the principles of the distribution of the estimated motion vectors. Two macroblocks B 1 and B 2 called a ''macroblock pair'' as shown in Fig. 6 are then used for exploiting three global motion parameters: Z(zooming), H(panning), and V(tilting). The major difference between this proposed camera motion clustering algorithm and the technique presented by Jozawa et al. 27 is that the camera motion types are first determined by analyzing the principles of the distribution of motion vectors. This procedure is very important for providing the correct camera motion vectors because the zooming center cannot always be set in the picture center. Similar equations are then used for cal- culating the camera motion vectors. For each macroblock pair, three global parameters are obtained through the following formulas:
where (I 1 ,J 1 ) and (I 2 ,J 2 ) are the coordinates of the centers of two blocks B 1 and B 2 , respectively. (V 1x ,V 1y ) are the motion vectors of B 1 and (V 2x ,V 2y ) are the motion vectors of B 2 . First, the block pair 1 is selected where the two blocks are symmetrical across the center of focus I 2 ϭϪI 1 , J 2 ϭϪJ 1 ͑pattern 1͒, and then the calculations of three camera motion vectors are carried out for all possible block pairs for pattern 1, and the frequencies of these values for each parameter (Z, H and V) are counted. Second, pattern 2 ''block pair'' is selected for calculating three parameters (Z, H, and V) where the two blocks are symmetrical across the horizontal axis of the image, I 2 ϭI 1 , J 2 ϭϪJ 1 , the calculations are carried out for all possible block pairs for pattern 2, and the frequencies of these values are counted. Third, pattern 3 ''block pair'' is selected for calculating three global motion parameters where two blocks are symmetrical across the vertical axis of the image, I 1 ϭϪI 2 , J 1 ϭJ 2 . Finally, three frequency sets obtained through pattern 1, 2, and 3 are merged into one, then for each parameter, the most frequent value is chosen as the final value of the corresponding camera motion vector.
Reference Frame Determination
Based on the determined scene cut, structural video components ͑providing information on the activities of moving objects͒ and camera motion vectors, the key frames in a video shot can be detected automatically on the basis of the three criteria given at the beginning of this section. The key frames in the first video shot of ''table tennis'' are given in Fig. 7 where frame 67 is detected as a scene cut. In this proposed adaptive video coding scheme, these key frames are encoded as reference frames (I or P frames͒ with more bits for providing high picture quality. Moreover, I ͑in-traframe͒ frames are used in three cases: one is for the scene cut frames that indicate the beginning of a new video shot, another is the first frames of the GOPs where a video shot has been partitioned into multiple GOPs and encoded separately, the third is the frames inside a GOP that are used for exploiting other properties of MPEG such as fast forward display, backward display, and random access. The residue key frames in a video shot are encoded as the forward prediction references ( P frames͒. The residual frames ͑nonkey frames͒ in a video shot are encoded as B ͑bidirec-tional interpolation͒ frames. The block pair for calculating the global motion vectors, (m,n) is the determined zoom center.
Fig. 7
The determined key frames (including scene cut) in the first video shot of ''table tennis'' and the visual interface of video analysis subsystem.
Bit Rate Allocation
In MPEG-based coding schemes, I frames are used as the references not only for B frames but also for P frames. Moreover, P frames are further used as the references for B frames, thus the quality of I frames is very important and will influence the qualities of the following frames until a new I frame is reset. The key frames that are encoded as the references (I or P frames͒ represent the major contents of the video shot and more bits should be allocated for these key frames for providing high picture quality. The residue frames in a video shot that are encoded as B frames can be quantized coarsely because they have high temporal predictability and are not used as references. By taking advantage of the temporal masking of the human visual system for bit rate allocation, the bit ratio among three frame types (I, P, and B) is scaled by a parameter x, D I ϭC I x, D P ϭC P x, D B ϭC B x, where D I , D P , and D B are the bits allocated for I, P, B frames. The ratio among parameters C I , C P , and C B represents the optimal bit ratio among three different frame types for providing good picture quality and they are determined by experimental simulations, C I ϭ290, C P ϭ130, C B ϭ30, where good results can be obtained. Few key frames are selected for the temporal region that has little camera motion and moving objects are not very active. On the other hand, more key frames should be selected for the temporal active region that has active camera motion or fast moving objects, so the bit rate allocation among variant GOPs for a video sequence and different frame types in a GOP has become an interesting problem. In the constant bit rate transmission system, the parameter x should be adapted to the change rules of video components and target bit rate. The total bits are first distributed among variant GOPs of a video sequence according to their coding complexity ͑number of reference frames͒ and length ͑total number of I, P, and B frames͒
where M indicates the total number of GOPs for the corresponding video sequence, and R i is the bits allocated for the ith GOP depending on the length of the ith GOP and the number of key frames inside the corresponding GOP. The number of I, P, and B frames for ith GOP is denoted by N I , N P , and N B . We have the following relation:
where N B is determined by the following constraint:
where N is the total number of frames in ith GOP and (N I ϩN P ) is the total number of the selected key frames ͑encoded as the references͒; N I also indicates the number of I frames. Based on the bits allocated for these three frame types, their initial quantization parameters Q P are selected from different candidate strings on the basis of the parameter of x, where a string comprises a set of Q P values with one value for each x region. The determined quantization parameters Q P can be further adapted to the spatial coding complexity of the variant video components for distributing the allocated bits more efficiently inside a frame. For I frames, only the spatial segmentation procedure is performed and the number of blocks for different image components is obtained. These image components include homogeneous background, homogeneous objects, texture background, texture objects and dominant edges among them. TO , and D E are the bits allocated for these image components. The guiding principle for selecting the parameters C B , C O , C TB , C TO , and C E is that more bits should be allocated for the dominant edge blocks for avoiding blocking artifacts because the human visual system is very sensitive to the errors of the strong edges, and bright ͑or dark͒ object ͑background͒ can be quantized more coarsely than the middle luminance region. The texture objects ͑back-ground͒ can also be quantized more coarsely because the human visual system is less sensitive to the errors on the texture regions than the homogeneous regions. Since the bits allocated for I frames is indicated as D I , we have the following relation:
͑38͒
The corresponding quantization parameters Q P Ј for these major image components can also be selected from the candidate strings on the basis of the parameter y. In our experiments, these candidate strings are set as ͕Q min ,Q P Ϫ4,Q P Ϫ2,Q P Ϫ1,Q P ,Q P ϩ1,Q P ϩ2,Q P ϩ4,Q max ͖, where Q min is the minimum candidate and Q max is the maximum candidate. Long strings may be used for providing more accurate quantization parameters for different image components, but long strings will result in expensive search cost.
The blocks of the P and B frames are classified into eight major video components that are: homogeneous moving objects, homogeneous stationary background ͑or objects͒, texture stationary background ͑or objects͒, texture moving objects, uncovered background, new present background ͑or objects͒, and dominant edges among them. The bit ratio for these video components can also be obtained in the same way as described in Eq. ͑38͒. The guiding principle for selecting the scale parameters for these eight video components is that more bits should be allocated for the local unpredictable blocks such as uncovered background, new present objects ͑or background͒, and moving edges of objects. The fast moving objects in front of the flat background are also encoded finely in order to avoid the edge business and color breeding. The final quantization param-eters for these eight video components are also selected by searching the candidate strings.
Experimental Results
For evaluating the real performance of this proposed adaptive video coding scheme, we have tested many video sequences. We show the average test results of three video sequences that are well known in the video coding community, namely ''table tennis,'' ''carphone,'' and ''foreman.'' The scene cut detection procedure is first performed for generating the video shots of input video sequences, and the coarse video components are further obtained by the proposed structural video segmentation technique. The key frames in a video shot are then determined on the basis of the obtained video components and camera motion. The average test results of this proposed video coding scheme with adaptive GOP size are compared with that of a traditional MPEG encoder with fixed GOP size. We select three parameters, signal to noise ratio ͑SNR͒, search time for motion estimation, and the used bits, as the efficiency measure. Since the luminance components U, V are in a half resolution of luminance component Y , the average bit rate and SNR are only calculated on the basis of luminance component Y ͑see Tables 1-3͒. The segmentation results for ''table tennis'' and ''foreman'' on block resolution are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Figure 8͑a͒ shows the original reference frame 1 of ''table tennis,'' Fig. 8͑b͒ gives the obtained changed regions and the changed edge regions for frame 37 with respect to its reference frame 1; more bits should be allocated for these regions for providing high picture quality. Figure 8͑c͒ is the changed region and changed edge regions for frame 39 with respect to its reference frame 1. Figure 8͑d͒ is the reconstructed picture for frame 37 at the bit rate 14 520 bits/frame. Figure 8͑e͒ is the reconstructed picture for frame 39 at the same bit rate. Figure 9͑a͒ is the original reference frame 1 of ''foreman,'' Fig. 9͑b͒ gives the changed regions of frame 11 with respect to its reference frame 1, and Fig. 9͑c͒ gives the changed regions for frame 15 with respect to its reference frame 1. Figure 9͑d͒ is the reconstructed picture for frame 15 at bit rate 14 560 bits/frame. Figure 9͑e͒ is the reconstructed picture for frame 1 at the same bit rate.
Conclusions
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